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By John Marshall

The late and much-revered handgun expert Jeff
Cooper once remarked that all handguns are essen-
tially defensive weapons. Handguns, he postulated,
are for personal defense when nothing more potent
(such as a rifle, a submachinegun or a shotgun) is
available. In spite of this quite logical classification,
the United States Special Opera-
tions Command put out a
request for an “offensive hand-
gun” in 1991. USSO-
COM was and is the
directing headquarters
of such elite units as
the Army Special
Forces (Green Berets),
the Navy SEALS, the
Air Force Special Opera-
tions Wing, Army Rangers,
Special Operations Aviation,
and Delta Force.

SOCOM officers knew full
well that the newly adopted
Beretta M9 9mm pistol, which utilized a politically
correct yet comparatively ineffectual cartridge,
could not hack it for serious social work. SOCOM
wanted a .45 ACP handgun for effective stopping
power and it wanted a host of additional features.
These features would allow the pistol to be used
offensively in close-quarters combat where rifles
and shotguns would be too unwieldy.

The specifications issued to handgun manufac-
turers interested in competing for a contract were
stringent, often times apparently contradictory, and
by some opinions, impossible. The .45 ACP pistol
had to accept and function with M1911 ball ammo
and a spectrum of specialized .45 ammo up to and
including .45 ACP +P (and .45 Super) rounds, both
round-nosed and hollow point. It had to provide a
service life of over 30,000 rounds of +P ammo. It
had to demonstrate at least 2,000 mean rounds
between stoppages (MRBS). It had to demonstrate
group sizes of a maximum of 2” at 25 meters. It
had to be able to use a quick-detachable sound
and flash suppressor and operate semi-automatical-
ly with it attached. It should operate either double
action or single action. The slide must be able to be
retracted with the safety engaged. It should have a
decocking mechanism to lower the hammer safely
and silently. It should have a reliable high-capacity
magazine. No special fitting of parts would be
allowed, in order to provide for easy field substitu-
tion of components. It should be completely
ambidextrous. No magazine safety would be
required. It would have to accept a light and/or a
laser-aiming module. It would have to pass rigor-
ous testing protocol that would include function
testing at +140 and -25 degrees Fahrenheit. It
would be exposed to two hours of submersion in

seawater at a depth of 66 feet, and would be
placed in surf, salt-fog, sand/dust, mud, ice, unlu-
bricated, and fouled environments. Oh, and it
should be lightweight, too!

Both Colt and Heckler & Koch submitted test
samples. During testing, the H&K pistols exceeded
the mean rounds between stoppages standards
with an average of 6000 MRBS. In more than 450
accuracy tests from machine rests at 25 meters, the

H&K entrants averaged 1.44-inch groups, with 65
groups coming in at less than one inch. There
were four groups of .5 inches, with five rounds
going into the same hole in the target! In a nut-
shell, the H&K pistol eventually won out. It was
probably the most-tested handgun in history. In
response to a January 1994 contract, the Army
continued development of what was termed the
complete Offensive Handgun Weapons System
(OHWS). This system would include the new pis-
tol, a laser aiming module (LAM) and a sound and
flash suppressor. Production requirements called
for 7,500 pistols, 1,950 of which would include
the LAM and the suppressor. 

The new pistol, designated the Mk23 Mod 0,
was first delivered to SOCOM on May 1, 1996. The
first serial numbers began with 23-0101. The Mk23
is a short-recoil operated, locked-breech .45 ACP
semiauto. It’s a large gun, with an overall length of
9.65 inches. The 5.87-inch barrel locks to the slide

with a single lug in the form of a rectangular block
surrounding the chamber that fits into the ejection
port in the slide. A dual recoil spring allows for less
felt recoil and an increased service life. The frame
of the gun is made from a lightweight, yet very
strong polymer. It is double action or single action.
There is a separate decocking lever and an
ambidextrous safety that allows for “cocked and
locked” carry. When the safety is engaged with

the hammer cocked, the
decocker is inactivated.
When the hammer is low-
ered, the safety is deacti-
vated, so the gun is always
ready for double action fir-
ing. The slide can be retract-
ed to clear the pistol with the
safety on. A conventional
1911-style slide stop is uti-
lized. The trigger guard is large
to accommodate gloves. The
magazine release lever is
mounted with projections
on both sides of the base of
the trigger guard. In use, it is pressed down with
either the thumb on one side, or the index finger
on the other. The barrel is threaded for a special
suppressor that allows for semi-auto firing, and
there is a rail on the dust cover that accepts a laser
aiming/light module. The barrel incorporates a
high-temperature rubber O-ring where the muzzle
mates with the slide, in order to give a tight lockup.
The O-ring lasts for over 20,000 rounds and can be
replaced in seconds without tools. The barrel uti-
lizes H&K’s hammer-forged polygonal rifling for

increased accuracy and velocity. The pistol is
designed to go 30,000 rounds before depot-level
maintenance. After such maintenance, the slide
and frame should be able to last another 30,000
rounds. The magazine holds 12 rounds, which,
with one in the chamber, makes for a total capacity
of 13 cartridges. The dovetailed fixed sights are

high enough to give a line of sight over
the suppressor, and have either

white dots or, optionally, tritium
inserts. A special maritime sur-

face coating is applied to
protect against corrosion.

Heckler & Koch has
made a civilian version
of the Mk23 available in

limited numbers from time
to time. Named the Mark
23, it differs only in the

markings on the slide
and that the chamber

is cut to SAAMI specifi-
cations. Like the Mk23,

serial numbers are prefixed
with “23.“ It will accept all the

accessories of the Mk23, including
the suppressor and the laser-aiming
module. The pistol illustrated is a

Mark 23, and was made in 1997. It
came with a camouflage ballistic

nylon carrying case, with loops
and compartments for the pistol,
instructions, spare magazines, a

suppressor, and the LAM.
Although the pistol is large

(about the same size as a
Desert Eagle), it’s surprising-

ly light because of the
polymer frame. In fact,
both the big Mark 23 and

the smaller 1911A1 pis-
tol (with unloaded
magazines) weigh
exactly the same on

my postal scale: 2-1/2
pounds. That frame
soaks up felt recoil
well, and the dual

recoil springs help also. These features allow the
pistol to get repeat shots downrange quickly and
accurately. It’s easy to shoot, even with +P or .45
Super ammo. I can see that it would be ideal for
flat-out close quarters combat.

The civilian version, the Mark 23, is getting hard
to find due to small production numbers and heavy
demand in spite of its high cost. These H&K mas-
terpieces richly deserve to be called classics, given
their state-of-the-art combat handgun status. If
you’re lucky enough to find one, it’s a real prize.

““IItt wwaass 
pprroobbaabbllyy 
tthhee mmoosstt--
tteesstteedd hhaannddgguunn 
iinn hhiissttoorryy..””
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